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THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRIC WAVES ALONG WIRES.
A VECTOR METHOD INVOLVING ONLY ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS.*

By A. G. WARREN, B.SC, Member.

(Paper received 7 February, 1921.)

SUMMARY.

The first part of the paper embodies a determination,
using elementary mathematics only, of the fundamental
equations of a long transmission line. The interpretation of
the equations is discussed. Subsequently, the discussion is
extended to the growth of the wave system.

INTRODUCTION.

In the case of short transmission lines no difficulty
is experienced in calculating the regulation with the
necessary degree of accuracy. It is usually sufficient
to consider the capacity as if it were concentrated at
the mid-point of the line. With longer lines such a
rough approximation is not justifiable. To obtain
results of reasonable accuracy the line has to be con-
sidered as divided into a number of sections, each section
being treated separately as a short transmission line.
The arithmetical labour involved is considerable and
liable to cumulative errors and possible mistakes.f

Much labour may be obviated and more exact results
obtained by the direct application of the equations
for the transmission of a periodic disturbance along a
pair of wires. These equations are usually deduced
from a pair of simultaneous partial differential equations
expressing the relations obtaining in the flow of a current
of any nature along the conductors.J For the case
with which the engineer usually has to deal, the
equations are needlessly general. Their complete
solution is a matter of considerable difficulty, and it
is rarely that one meets anything but the limited
solution applicable to sinusoidal currents under stable
conditions. In such cases the engineer usually applies
vectors, even under circumstances of doubtful accuracy,
rather than use formulae obtained by mathematics
of somewhat obscure physical significance. The vector
method is probably the most graphic in describing
any alternating-current phenomenon; it is certainly
the method most generally understood.

The method set out below of solving the problem
was evolved by the author in an attempt to discuss
with students of limited mathematical knowledge the
regulation of transmission lines. It is simply an

• The Papers Committee invite written communications (with a view to
publication in the Journal if approved by the Committee) on papers published
in the Journal without being read at a meeting. Communications should reach
the Secretary of the Institution not later than one month after publication of
the paper to which they relate.

•f Useful practical methods of calculation of different degrees of accuracy,
due respectively to Professor Fleming and Mr. McKinstry, are given in the
I.E.E. Journal, (1) 1914, vol. 51, p. 717; and (2) 1920, Supplement to vol. 57,
pt. 2, p. 92.

t These equations and a discussion of them will be found in Professor J. A.
Fleming's " The Propagation of Electric Currents in Telephone and Telegraph
Conductors," 2nd edition, p. 66.

extension of the approximate method in terms of vectors,
the final exact solution being obtained by making the
number of sections of the line indefinitely great.

In subsequent paragraphs the interpretation of the
equations is considered. Finally, the equations are
extended to the discussion of the growth of the wave
system. The treatment is analogous to that used by
Kennelly * in determining the successive jumps in
voltage in free and earthed lines. The general case
is discussed in the present article.

DETERMINATION OF THE TRANSMISSION EQUATIONS..

Symbols Employed.

E = electromotive force at any point.
I = line current at the same point.
R = resistance per unit length of line.
L = inductance per unit length of line.
G = capacity per unit length of line.
0 = leakance per unit length of line.
Z = impedance per unit length of line.
Y = admittance per unit length of line.
r = resistance of a certain short length of line.
1 = inductance of a certain short length of line,
c = capacity of a certain short length of line.
g = leakance of a certain short length of line.
z = impedance of a certain short length of line.
y = admittance of a certain short length of line.
/ = frequency.
w — 2TT/.
I is used for length also, but no confusion should

arise in its two applications.

Let us consider a length x of the line divided into
a large number, n, of equal sections (Fig. 1). For each
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FIG. 1.

section we may imagine the capacitance and leakance
concentrated; the inaccuracy of the approximation
vanishes when n is made indefinitely great. In the limit
it is clearly a matter of indifference whether the currents

• " The Application of Hyperbolic Functions to Electrical Engineering
Problems," 2nd edition, 1016, p. 77.
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are measured slightly to the right or left of the points
of division, i.e. whether Ix is the current in the element
01 or 12. For the former case the vector diagram is
Fig. 2, and for the latter, Fig. 3.

For Fig. 2 we have:

Ex = En + zl
ix = j 0

z l l \

(a>CEo

FIG. 2.

For Fig. 3 we have :

Ex = Eo +
Jl = Jo +

j<e>cE,

(1)

(2)

FIG. 3.

On the assumption just made we may select one
value from each pair of equations, viz.

Ex = EQ + ZIQ \
(3)

Similarly

E2 = Ex + zlx =E0 + 2zI0 + zyE0\
zyloj

and zl2 =EQ + ZZIQ + BzyE0 + z*ylo\
= Jo + SyE0 + ZzyIQ + zy^E0J

It will be noticed that the numerical coefficients are
those occurring in binomial expansions. It is readily
proved by induction that, generally,

En = nzlo

H

nyEQ

^

- I ) ( n - 2)

— 2)

z2ylo + . . . etc."

etc..

(4)

If we simplify one of these expressions, the simpli-
fication of the other can be written down from symmetry.
Dealing with the former we have :

•Eojl + .
— 1)

2!
n(n —

-zy

- 2)(n - 3)
2/ . . etc,

n{n — l)(n — 2)
— 3 j - — (zy)W + . . . etc.} (5)

or
/ [ l

[1 + V(zy)r - [1 - V(zy)]"\ > (6)

2 . J

But V ^ ) = -V(ZY). Making this substitution, and

remembering that l±n=aa{\ + p\n)n = ep, we have :

= Eo

71
and similarly

J
')

\/(ZY) is called the propagation constant P of the
line, and ^/(Z\Y) the initial sending-end impedance
ZQ. Making these substitutions we obtain :

(8)E = _

I = |/0(ePa: + e-r*) + $(E0IZ0)(e
p*

Equations (8) are often written in the form

E = En cosh Px + IQZQ sinh Px ~) ...
I = Io cosh Pa; + (EQ/ZQ) sinh Pa;J

If a; is measured in the direction of power transmission
the equations become

E = Eo cosh Px — IQZQ sinh Px
I — IQ cosh Pa; — (EQJZQ) sinh f

J . .( .0)
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If an impedance Z is connected at the receiving end
of a line of length I, the voltage E and the current I
at the generator are given by

E = Eo (cosh PI + (Zo/2) sinh Pl)\
I = Jo (cosh PI + (Z/Zo) sinh PZ) J '

(11)

INTERPRETATION OF THE EQUATIONS.
The physical meaning of the equations is made more

obvious by substituting for P the sum of its real and
imaginary parts, j8 + ja. We find that

+ (GR-ciflLC)} -,
G2)] L • (12)

- (GR - co2LG)} J

jS is called the attenuation factor, and a the wave-
length constant. Substituting jS and a in (8), we get

E = 1{EO + I0Z0)e^x{cos ax + j sin a»)
+ |(2?o — IoZ0)e-Px{cos ax — jf sin ax)^

I = | [ j 0 + (E0IZ0)]eP*{cos ax + y sinaz) > • (13)
/ 3 — i sin ax)

Consider one of these expressions, say that for E
and, for the moment, only the first half of the expres-
sion. \{EQ + IoZo) is a voltage vector; e0x- is a
numerical multiplier, which increases the voltage in
the ratio efi per unit length of line ; (cos ax + j sin ax)
is an operator which advances the phase of the voltage
vector by an angle a per unit distance. Or, viewing
the line in the other direction, that is to say in the
direction that power is being transmitted, the first
component of the voltage at any point is decreasing
in amplitude in the ratio e~P, and receding in phase
by an angle a, per unit distance. Exactly this state
of affairs could be brought about by a wave travelling
along the line, in the direction of power propagation,
at a speed o>/a, the wave diminishing in amplitude in
the ratio e~P per unit distance travelled. The wave-
length is thus defined by a, and the attenuation by /?.

The second term in the expression for E represents
an exactly similar wave travelling in the opposite
direction at the same speed, decreasing and changing
in phase in the same manner. We thus see that the
voltage at any point is consistent with the view "that
two pressure-waves are moving along it, attenuating
as they travel. The first term in the expression for
E is the resultant of an infinitely large number of
forward wave-trains; the second is the resultant of
all reflected wave-trains. The components will be
considered later.

Clearly, the expression for J is made up in an exactly
similar manner.

INFINITELY LONG LINE.

Measuring x in the direction of power transmission,
equations (10) may be written :

E -
I = £[/,, + (E0IZ0)]e-p* + | [ / 0 - (E0JZ0)]ePx

\
PxJ

(14)

If x = co , 1 = 0; whence Io = Eo/Zo. That is to
say, ZQ (the initial sending-end impedance) is the effec-

tive impedance of an infinitely long line, or of any line
before reflection occurs.

Substituting, we get

E = Eoe-Px

I = loerP* (15)

or E = .Eoe-^cos ct# — / sin ax)
I = IQe~Px(cos ax — j sin ax)

. (16)

That is, in an infinite line, or in a finite line before
reflection occurs, as the wave travels forwards at a
velocity co/a it attenuates in the ratio e~~̂  -per unit
distance.

CHANGE IN THE CONSTANTS OF THE LINE.

Suppose that after a certain distance the line is joined
to another of different sending-end impedance. The
sending-end impedances of the two lines, and other
constants, will be distinguished by the suffixes 1 and
2. At the junction, the forward wave (E, I) will give
rise to a transmitted wave (Et, It) in the second line,
and a reflected wave (Er, Ir) in the first line. Taking
the positive direction in all cases as that of power
transmission, we have :

E + Er= Ely (17)

Ejl = Zlt Erjlr = - Zlt and EJIt =

whence

and

• • (13)

. . (19)

The expressions for the reflected wave are of particular
interest. They are proportional to the difference
between the impedances of the two lines. If the direc-
tion of power transmission is reversed, the reflected
wave becomes opposite in phase. I t is well known
that exactly the same occurs in the case of light waves.

Let us consider three particular cases :—

(1) If Zx = Z2 there is no reflection.
(2) If the second line does not exist; i.e. if the first

line is open at the receiving end, ^2 = 0°,

Er = E, Ir = - I, Et = 2E, and It = 0 (20)

The zero current at the open end is composed of
the current arriving, together with a reflected wave
exactly equal and opposite to it. The voltage jumps
to double the value.

(3) If the first line is short-circuited, Z2 = 0,

Er = - E, T.r = I, Et = 0, and It = 27 (21)

This case is complementary to the last. The current
is doubled at the short-circuit, and the voltage across
the short-circuit is wiped out by an exactly equal and
opposite reflected voltage.
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FINAL SENDING-END IMPEDANCE.

It has been seen that in the case of an infinitely long
line, or for a finite line before reflection occurs, the
effective impedance is ZQ, i.e. the initial sending-end
impedance. By the time the current is fully estab-
lished, the finite line acts as if it had a very different
impedance, depending upon the nature of the load at
the receiving end. Two cases of particular interest
are : (a) when the line is open at the far end, and
(b) when it is short-circuited at the far end.

Consider first the open line. If we put x —I and
IQ = 0 in equation (9), we obtain

E =E0 cosh PI
I = {EQIZQ) sinh PI

(22)

whence the effective impedance, or final sending-end
impedance, is

E / I = Z 0 c o t h P I . . . . ( 2 3 )

For the short-circuited line we have EQ = 0, giving

(24)E = IQZQ sinh Pl~\
I = 70 cosh PI J

whence the final sending-end impedance is

= ZotznhPl . .. . . (25)

For very long lines coth PI — tanhPZ = 1,* and
the final sending-end impedance is ZQ.

GROWTH OF CURRENT IN A LINE.

The final conditions in a circuit are not attained by
steady growth. Each reflection brings about a finite
jump in the current and voltage, successive jumps
diminishing in magnitude.

We will consider the case of a line loaded at the far
end. For the normal load impedance we will substi-
tute a fictitious open-circuited line of propagation
constant P2, initial sending-end impedance Z2, and
length Z2, such that Z2 cothP2Z2 is equal to the actual
impedance Z of the load (Fig. 4).

The switching-in of the generator starts a current
wave travelling down the line, the wave attenuating
as it travels. By the time it has reached B let the
current be i. It gives rise to a reflected wave ir and
a transmitted wave %. The transmitted wave suffers
attenuation and phase displacement during its travel
from B to C, whence it is reflected to B, suffering further
attenuation and phase displacement. At B it gives
rise to two waves, ait and bit. The wave bit repeats
on its own scale the process of the wave it. The return
waves may be summed :

= ir -f- ait + abit -j- ab2it + etc. (26)

These suffer attenuation and phase displacement on
their passage from B to A, whence they are reflected,
giving rise to a secondary train of waves, whose attenu-
ated and phase-displaced value at B may be denoted
by ci, a definite fraction of i.

• This is equally true for complex quantities and wholly real quantities.

If I is the final current, measured at B, we have

' = / i / ( l - c ) V '(27)
From (15), (18) and (19) we have

—— ,A • n -—. A • o*_ — i .GfMT 9.v9. • rt~ —— 4^ •

zx + z2 ' * £

whence
• (28)

FIG. 4.

But Ii = i + i'x which, from (26), gives us

I = i + ir -j- ait\{\ — b)

Substituting, we obtain

• (29)

\Z\ + Z2) - (Z\ -
Zx - Z2 coth P2Z2.

7•* = h " Zi . . (30
?, + Z v

1 Zx + Z2 coth P%12

The return waves i', after attenuation and phase

displacement of e~2P^, give us

(31)
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whence °=&2P"- • • •
The sum of all the forward trains at B is

IBf = i + ei + ci2 + • • -, etc. = */(l - c) . (33)

The sum of the backward trains is
i i i i

I-Rb — H + H + *3 + etc. = *i/(l — c) . (34)

whence J B / = - - • - - _ - 1 , - — s^ 2 p 1 t l * • • (35)
_yj -f- Z- — (->1 — _yje —' 1*1

» . (36)
2ZX sinh Pxlx + 2Z cosh

JzZTm^TZi-'zii-^ • • <37)

.
2ZX sinh Pi?! -f 2Z cosh P ^ i v '

The total current at B is

sinh P^ + Z cosh
* . . (39)

To get the total current at any distance x from the
generator the forward trains must be multiplied by
epi(h — x) and the backward trains by e " ^
whence we obtain the current at any point x

{ '

(41)

I = v x

* 2-Jx sinh Pi^x + 2Z cosh

If _?o is the generator voltage, we have

Substituting this value of i in (40) we get :

or

2Zi sinh P^ + 2Z cosh Pxlx ZL

cosh P^lx — x) + Z sinh P ^ — x) Eo

whence In —

sinh Pxlx + Z cosh Pxlx

Zx cosh Pi?! + Z sinh P
sinh cosh P

_ _^
Zx sinh Pi?! + Z cosh

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

The voltage trains may be deduced in an exactly
similar manner. A simpler method is, however, avail-
able. For the forward trains E = ZXI, and for the
backward trains E = — ZXI. Hence it is readily seen
that at any point distant x from the generator

E*. = —

o r JLX

'i sinh Pxlx + 2Z cosh

sinh Px{li — a;) • -x)
_ _ _

( 4 8 )

Determining the values of EQ and Jo i n terms of
B and / B we obtain

Zi
2?0 = _7B(cosh Pi?! + -~ sinh P ^

70 = IB(cosh P ^ y sinh
(49)

Equations (49) are, mutatis mutandis, the same as
(11).


